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Abstract：At present, with the rapid growth of intermittent renewable energy, volatile power supply is replacing 

controllable power supply, and the difficulty of real-time balance between supply and demand is increasing year by 
year. In the future, the continuous development and utilization of this new energy will make the development and 
innovation of distributed energy storage technology become the general trend. Firstly, this paper briefly introduces 
the principle of distributed energy storage and the basic principle of multi energy coordinated operation, and 
analyzes its advantages and disadvantages from the perspective of economic optimization and energy utilization 
maximization. Secondly, it analyzes the application status and shortcomings at home and abroad, and puts forward 
the direction and expectation of possible breakthrough. Aiming at the problem that distributed energy storage can 
not participate in peak load regulation, the feasibility of multi energy interconnection distributed energy storage 
aggregation technology is discussed. 

1 Introduction 

With the progress of energy storage technology, cost 
reduction and the evolution and development of demand 
side, the wide application of distributed energy storage in 
power system is an inevitable trend of future development, 
and also an important way to break through the traditional 
planning and operation mode of distribution network [1].  

Distributed energy storage technology is the key to the 
safe operation of smart grid. The distribution is more 
flexible, and compared with centralized storage, it greatly 
reduces the financial pressure and later maintenance costs 
required to build large storage power stations. However, 
compared with the traditional operation mode of large 
power grid, the current distributed storage charging and 
discharging has the characteristics of poor controllability. 
Reasonable planning of distributed energy storage in 
power network and its coordinated operation with 
distributed power sources and loads can not only improve 
the economy of power network operation through peak 
clipping and valley filling, but also compensate for the 
negative impact of randomness of distributed energy 
storage output on power network security and economic 
operation, which will effectively improve the safety level 

and operational efficiency of power network [2]. 
In this context, different types of distributed energy 

storage methods and mechanisms at home and abroad are 
sorted out and discussed in this paper, and the aggregation 
method of large-scale distributed energy storage is 
discussed, so as to provide reference and reference for 
improving the active support capacity of distributed 
energy storage in the network and carrying out further 
research in the future. 

2 Distributed energy storage method 

2.1 Physical class energy storage 

2.1.1 Pumped storage 

Pumped storage can change the surplus electric energy 
from low load to high value electric energy in peak period 
of power grid. It is also suitable for frequency modulation 
and phase modulation to stabilize the cycle and voltage of 
power system. It is also suitable for emergency reserve and 
can improve the efficiency of thermal power station and 
nuclear power station in the system [3-4]. 
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2.1.2 Flywheel power storage 

Flywheel energy storage is to store energy in the form of 
kinetic energy to complete the energy storage process of 
electrical energy to mechanical energy conversion; during 
energy release, flywheel drives motor to generate 
electricity, and outputs current and voltage suitable for 
load through motor converter to complete the energy 
release process of mechanical energy to electrical energy 
conversion [5]. 

2.1.3 Compressed air stores energy 

Compressed air storage has attracted much attention 
because of its large scale, low unit cost, long life, safety 
and environmental protection. Its advantages of energy 
storage are obvious, which can make up for the congenital 
shortage of pumped storage, and it will be an important 
choice to effectively solve the large-scale energy storage 
problem in China. 

2.2 Chemical energy storage 

2.2.1 Battery storage 

Battery energy storage is the most mature and reliable 
energy storage technology at present.  

Lead acid batteries are the most commonly used 
energy storage system because of their mature technology, 
high capacity storage system, low unit energy cost and 
system cost, good safety, reliability and reuse. All-
vanadium liquid flow battery is a new, efficient and 
promising energy storage technology. Compared with lead 
acid batteries, liquid flow batteries are non-toxic, more 
environmentally friendly, and can discharge 80% deep 
without protection, increase utilization efficiency and 
reduce capacity allocation requirements [6]. 

2.2.2 Superconducting magnetic energy storage 

Superconducting electromagnetic storage uses 
superconductors to make coils to store magnetic field 
energy. Power transmission does not need conversion of 
energy forms. It has the advantages of fast response, high 
conversion efficiency, specific capacity and large specific 
capacity. It can fully meet the requirements of voltage 
multiplication, power compensation, frequency 
adjustment, improvement of power network stability and 
power transmission capacity. 

2.2.3 Supercapacitors store energy 

The supercapacitor is developed according to the 
electrochemical double layer theory. Because of the use of 
special materials to make electrodes and electrolytes, the 
storage capacity of this capacitor is 20 to 1000 times that 
of ordinary capacitors, and the advantages of high energy 
release speed of traditional capacitors are maintained. 

In recent years, with the continuous expansion of the 
scale of renewable energy development and utilization, the 
research and application of energy storage technology is 

increasingly extensive. The following tables show the 
charging and discharging characteristics of different 
battery energy storage technologies. 

Table 1. Charge discharge characteristics of physical 
energy storage technology 

Energy storage 
type 

Typical 
power 

Charge 
discharge 
duration 

Flywheel 
Energy 
Storage 

5kW~1.5M
W 

15s~15min 

Pumped 
storage 

100~2000M
W 

4~10h 

Air 
compression 

100~300M
W 

6~20h 

Table 2. Charge discharge characteristics of 
electromagnetic energy storage technology 

Energy 
storage type 

Typical 
power 

Charge 
discharge 
duration 

Superconducti
ng energy 

storage 

10KW~1M
W 

5s~5min 

Super 
capacitor 

1~100MW 1s~1min 

Table 3. Charge discharge characteristics of 
electrochemical energy storage technology 

Energy storage 
type 

Typical 
power 

Charge 
discharge 
duration 

Lead-acid 
battery 

1kW~50M
W 

1min~3h 

Sodium sulfur 
battery 

100kW~100
MW 

min~h level 

Flow batteries 
5kW~100M

W 
1~20h 

Lithium-ion 
battery 

100kW~10
MW 

min~h level 

 

3 Current situation and prospect of 
distributed energy storage aggregation 
technology 

3.1 Distributed energy storage aggregator 

Distributed energy storage as source, load characteristics, 
the flexibility to implement load transfer, has quick 
response speed, low cost and high potential many virtues, 
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such as the energy storage link is a good scheduling of 
power auxiliary service resources However, compared 
with traditional power grid operation mode, distributed 
energy storage was conducted by a single energy storage 
unit to charge and discharge action, its power and capacity 
is limited, if adopt the way of power system control will 
cause unnecessary waste and loss Aiming at this situation, 
you can refer to demand side management model, based 
on the user, power market operation for the connection 
way, establish the distributed energy storage aggregators 
Through the aggregation management of various energy 
storage technologies and equipment, this kind of resources 
can show the characteristics of flexible regulation and 
great scheduling potential. 

3.2 Characteristics of distributed energy storage 
aggregation technology 

Distributed energy storage aggregation technology is the 
key technology for the construction of distributed cloud 
energy storage platform. Through the functions of 
information collection and cloud computing, it realizes the 
aggregation management of distributed resources in a 
certain range, realizes the energy complementarity 
between distributed energy storage with different 
parameters, and improves the stability of power system. 
Aggregation technology requires that a variety of different 
types of distributed energy storage can be aggregated. On 
the premise of maintaining the stability of the power 
system, distributed energy storage resources can be 

directly or indirectly deployed to participate in the 
operation of the power system [7]. Therefore, distributed 
energy storage polymerization technology must have the 
following characteristics: 

(1) Accuracy 
The aggregation technology can be used to allocate 

power flow according to the characteristics of different 
kinds of distributed energy storage technology, and fully 
tap the adjustable potential of distributed energy storage 

(2) Economy 
The proposed distributed energy storage aggregation 

technology is conducive to the integration of a wide range 
of distributed energy storage resources in the power 
system, fully tap its regulatory potential, so that it can 
better participate in grid services. In the market 
environment, distributed energy storage aggregation 
technology can integrate energy storage resources through 
its professional means and participate in the main energy 
market or auxiliary service market [8]. 

3.3 Model planning of distributed energy storage 
aggregation technology 

3.3.1 Structure design of distributed energy storage 
polymerization technology 

For the structure design of distributed energy storage 
aggregation technology, we can refer to the hierarchical 
control method of power system and distributed 
generation. 

Data layer 
computing 

module

Function 
layer module

Applicat ion 
layer 

operation 
module

Power Market

Energy 
storage

Dispatch

Electricity 
Sale

Perception layer 
data analysis

Data transmission 
at both ends

Give instruct ions

 

Figure 1. Structure diagram of distributed energy storage aggregation technology 

The structure and function of each part are as follows 
[9]: 

(1) The data layer contains all kinds of computer 
modules. The main function is to process the data collected 
from the power market and the data collected from the 
terminal energy storage device, and receive them through 
the perception layer. 

(2) The function layer mainly includes many 
functional modules. Its main function is to identify the 
terminal energy storage parameters, group and aggregate 
a variety of energy storage devices, tap their regulatory 
potential, and formulate specific regulatory strategies 
based on the collected load demand, electricity price and 
other information of the power market. 

(3) The application layer contains various operation 
modules. The main function is to display the collected 

information and perform corresponding operations, such 
as determining the user side power consumption and stress 
response in case of failure. 

(4) The sensing layer includes the distributed energy 
storage equipment of the terminal and its supporting 
advanced measurement system. The main function is to 
sense the terminal energy storage state, and the distributed 
energy storage aggregation technology gives the control 
instructions. 

(5) Electricity market refers to the external marketing, 
data collection and execution of specific instructions. 
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3.3.2 Distributed Energy Storage Model 

(1) Charging and discharging model of distributed energy 
storage 

The SOC (State of Charge) increases when the storage 
power absorbs active power while charging, while the 
active power is emitted when discharging, and the SOC 
decreases. The formula for calculating the SOCt value at 
time t is 
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In the formula: SOC0 is the SOC value at the initial 
time of energy storage; Pch and Pdis are the charging and 
discharging power from t to t-1, respectively, with a 
maximum of one not zero; ηch and ηdis are the charging and 
discharging efficiencies, respectively; Δt is a continuous 
period of charging and discharging; Srate is the rated 
capacity of energy storage. 

(2) Restrictions on energy storage 
The storage constraints include SOC constraints and 

charge-discharge constraints. 
The constraints for SOC are 
 min maxSOC SOC SOCi   (2) 

In the formula, SOCmin and SOCmax are the minimum 
and maximum allowable values for energy storage SOC, 
respectively. 

The corresponding charge and discharge constraints 
are 

(1) Charge: 
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(2) Discharge: 
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In the formula, Pirate is the rated charging and 
discharging power of storage i, Pich and Pidis are charging 
and discharging power of storage i, and SOCi is the current 
SOC value of storage i. 

4 Summary 

Distributed energy aggregation technology is feasible. 
With the strong support of the policy, China's renewable 
energy has developed rapidly and the scale is expanding. 
The problems that hinder the development of distributed 
energy, such as grid connection and power generation 
technology, high cost and system limitations, will be 

gradually eliminated. Distributed energy refers to the 
energy supply system distributed on the load side. The 
equipment includes distributed generation equipment and 
distributed energy storage equipment. The energy includes 
both fossil fuel energy and renewable energy, such as 
natural gas, wind energy, solar energy, biomass energy, etc, 
With stable power supply, flexible dispatching, energy 
saving and environmental protection, small investment 
and other outstanding advantages, the future development 
prospect is broad. Distributed energy can provide power 
for users alone, and can also be connected with large 
power grid. When it supplies power for users alone, it can 
form micro grid with energy storage devices. In the future, 
distributed energy will be an important source of energy 
and occupy an increasingly important proportion in the 
energy consumption structure. The advantages of 
distributed energy are of great practical significance to the 
realization of China's energy security. 
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